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PLATgqI11,P, AND MOUNTING ITM IITTAS ION

FORE WARD

The following sketch of some of the pr ,-, bler-:s involved in the planning and
organization which had to be carried out b the British General Staff and Administrative
Staff before, an invasion of TV:.-stern Europe could-be undertaken is not to be regarded
as a c -mreliensive or official record of this i m?anse task-involving, as

	

t did nludh
work whose. nature cannot yet be rFevcaled .' Th-; picture which it tries to present is
simply that seen by an individual offic=r of the 'War D=partm-nt who had facilities
for observing in son

	

hart t,h

	

~r;ork perfor led by many branches of the Staff - quorum
pars Tjirzirna fui~ .

Thc. story, it rust be appreciated, is told exclusively from the angle of the
British Army .

	

The reader is asked to bear in mind throughout that the invasion was
conceived and organised essentially as a combined operation involving naval, land,
and air forces, whose plans had to be closely intergrated at every stage. Further-
more, Allied forces,' as well as British, were involved .

T.~uch combined planning, both . inter-Service and inter-Allied was therefore
n=ecessary, and to this aspect of the preparations for the=~ attack brief but (it is
hoped) sufficient reference is madei

The needs of the United States forces in terms of special training and concent-
ration .,areas, railway facilities and signal communications in this country had to
be met by the British DTar Department, but on the administrative side our Allies had
their own organisation .

A description. of this is naturally emitted from an account whose aim is to convey
som, idea of the magnitude of the problems which had to be overcome, both in the
general advance planning of th:~~ invasion before 'the appointment of the Supreme
Coriander, and, ,iore particularly, in the training, organisation, and provision
of maintenance for the British elements in the United Nations' invading forces .

'TaA~?NING TIT! INNASION

A.

	

TIf^ GEMMIL STAFF SIDE

The great design for the invasion of T,V=stern Europe as an essential part in
strategy aiming at the d-struction of Germany's military power may be said in one
sense to liive been concc-ived at Dunkirk .

	

Fro 1. that day onwards a direct offensive
against the enemy from the nearest, and therefore most advantageous, Allied base
became the ultimate goal of all those whose responsibility it was to rebuild and
re-equip the British Army, and to plan the eventual course of military operations
against Germanys

For over a year after Dunkirk the patent diparity between the British Armyts
resources in mer_ and material compared with those of the enemy made the study of
offensive ope-ations against the Continent little more than an academic exercise .
At the time of the evacuation there was only one fully equipped division in Great
Britain ; except for the veterans of the campaign in France, the training of British
troops vacs far from complete, and the imsied'ate necessity was to reconstitute in
this country foD°,mations capable of doping with the threat (which then seemed a
probability) of an attempted invasion of Britain by the enemy,

horeover, apart from defensive reeds at home, means had to be found for
securing against enemy attack the vital link in the British Commonwealth's comm-
unications represented by Egypt and the Suez Canal .

	

Men and material from Britain,
India, South Africa and the Antipodes had to be found.ffirst for General Wavellts
victorious campaign in East Africa and Libya during the winter of 1940/41 ; then, ,
in. ,Ipril 1941, substantial military a ssistance had to be sent to Greece ; and in
the su_mner of that year the necessity of forestalling enemy threats*to Syria and
Iran involved a further call upon Britain's still limited resources . Finally,
lar£e reinforcements had to be sent from this country to the Middle East for the
second Libyan Campaign which began under General Auchinleek against the now
r;reatly strengthened Axis forces in North Africa in November 1941,

	

In short,
durint the twelve months which followed Dunkirk, the conception of a British
return to the Continent in armed force appeared to be receding from the realm even
of long-range practicability .

Brstain Gains Allies

Two major developments in 1941, howev--;r, radically altered the long;-term
strategic picture which the planning; staffs had to consider . First, in Tune, came the



GoiTiiian offensive against the U.SjS6R . - an ,,vent which meant that a large part
(anal, as ;vents proved, a rinjor part) of Germany's land forces would no longer
be available to oppose invasion. of th� 'est . The second new factor was the entry
of the United States into the world war after the Japanese attack on Pearl Harbour
on December 7th.

On a short view the extension of the war to the Far East brought about by
Tapanose aggression was not conducive to preparations for a Wester European
offensive . The defensive campaign 'which had to be waged in Malaya and Burma called
for urgent (though, unhappily, unavailing) reinforcements from the United Kingdom to
the slender garrisons or, the spot ; later, the frontiers of India had to be strengthened
by British forces, and Japanese conquests in the South West Pacific necessitated the
diversion from. the European theatre of Australian forces which would otherwise have
been available for the campaign against Germany .

On th,> other hand, takinE a longer view, the entry of the United States into
the war imported a factor without which decisive operations against Germany in
Western Europe seemed likely to remain in the sphere of wishful thought . That is,
in thC; planned r=xpansion of the U.S . Army there came potentially into being an Allied
strategic reserve, or_ whose basis, it was felt, preliminary planning for a Western
European campaign could begin; In t}:ie closing; days of 1941, the Connnander-in-Chief,
Home Forces (then General Sir Bernard Paget), the Air Officer Commanding-in-Chief,
'iEchter Co-nni.and (then Air Marshal Sir Sholto Douglas) and Admiral Lord Louis

b1ountbatten, th,,.n Chief of Com.b~necl Operations, were charged by the British Chiefs,
of ti'taff with the task of working out, as joint commanders, plans for operations
d,r=si ¬rued, within th limits of practicability, to draw off German forces from the
Eastern front, and eventually to recreate for Germany the threat which the German
ITigh Command had always dreaded - the two-front war .

Preliminary Study

At this stag ; of GenF-ral Staff planning, much careful and valuable work was
done during, 194-2 in the examination of all the many factors which should influence
the choice of areas in which lodgment could be affected, having regard to the
potentialities and requirements of land, air and sea forces . The more, however,
that the available resources in men and materials for the assault, build-up and
maintenance were studied, the more irresistable did the conclusion become that,
though bridgeheads might be secured, there was inadequate assurance that they could
be maintained against counter-attack by major enemy forces, or, still less, that
lodgments could be exploited suffieiently to have any worthwhile impact on the
course of the war. In . mid-summer, following the conference between the Prime
1!~inister and President Roosevelt at Washington, it was decided that, having regard to
then available Allied resources, it would be strategically sounder and more profit-
able to Five priority to operations in the Mediterranean - a conclusion reinforced
by the new threat to Egypt which had been created by Rommel's counter-attack and
advance as far as El Alamein in the early summer of that year,

The consequent reinforcement of the British 8th Army for the victorious offensive
which began under General Montgomery at El Alamein in October, 1942, and the
simultaneous-despatch of the British First Army in conjunction with the U.S . 2nd
Corps to French North Africa, inevitably meant a lengthy deferment of the project
for a Second Front in the VT^st . Nevertheless, the preliminary planning which had been
don<- under the aegis of the joint commanders (with whom Admiral Sir Bertram Ramsey
or, the; naval side and they commanders of the U.S . Army in Europe had now been
associated) was far from wasted .

	

It was at this time obviously impossible to
hake detailed operational or administrative plans : sufficiently precise information
of the enemy's probably strength in the Pest on dat :ns far ahead, or of exact shipping
resources which could in the event be allotbd to the operation was still lacking.
Tactica-ly, however, much had been learnt by minor raiding attacks which had
previously been mounted by the Chief of Combined Operations, and much more was
learnt by the larger scale com.bin.~d operations at St . Nazaire in March 1942, and at
Dieppe in August of that year .

	

In addition, the operations against Madagascar in
April 1942 and the larding; in"North Africa in November of that year, though they
diC. not present anything like the problems involved in a landing on Western
Europe opposed by German troops, furnished valuable material for the more detailed
working;-out of administrative plans in the wag of assembly'and maintenance of
expeditionary forces .

Further more, an immense amount of information had been collected by the
Intelligence Staffs regarding the irvest dal1, its defences and the topography further
inland . 11:Auch work had also been done on the preparation of the necessary maps
for operations on. the Continent . The immensity of the work involved may be judged
from the fact that many million sheets of maps had to be produced covering all parts



of Western Europe likely to be involved in the operations .

	

In meeting this demand
the Survey Department of the ti'iar Office had to employ practically every firm in
this country whose plant was suitable for map printing . Elaborate steps, moreover,
had to be taken to ensure that no individual draughtsman or printer was aware whether
or not he was d ":alino with a zone selacted for attack.

By the end of 1942 it nay in fact be bail that though many tactical ; administrative
and technical "snags" were still destined to Fmerg~, the Gritish General Staffhad a
Olear picture of the basic factors which must be considered in any proposed landings
in Western Europe .

	

In particular ) the problems both of assault and maintenance
(c)mplicated by the tide factor) in offensives which might have to be sustained for
a considerable period across beach<:s, led to th, c , nclusion that for a combined
operation on a scale uriprece.dentod in history) against coasts which the enemy had had
years to fortify, it would be necessary to provide in i?-mense numbers special
landing craft and other naval Weapons and equipment, including troop-carrying aircraft ;
and, further, that the very substantial assault forces required must be organised and
trained to a degree in which no army had ever been trained for a task in which
familiarity with equipment and repeated rehearsals would alone offer assurance of
adequate mobility in assault and follow-up .

At'the Casablanca Conference early in 1943 it was decided to give first
priority to clearing the Mediterranean Sea Route, and, endeavouring, by operations
against SICILY and the ITALIAN mainland, to knock IT4LY out of the war .

	

It was
clear that our existing resources in specialised landing craft would be largely
absorbed by these operations . It is pertinent to recall that at that time the toll
taken by enemy U-boats in sinkings of allied shipping was still suffi^i6ntly serious
to place a limitation upon the shipbuilding facilities which could be made
available for such specialised landing; craft . It was, therefore, recognised that
the opening of a second front in the west would have to be deferred until 1944 .
It was, however, decided that active preparations should be commenced forthwith,
and that a firm. plan should be made as soon as possible .

Plans_Take Shape

As a result of these decisions a new chapter in the preparation for the
opening of the Second front began at the end of i+9arch 1943, a British General Officer,
with a General of the U .S . Army as his Deputy, was appointed Chief of Staff to a
future supreme Allied Commandeer . He was provided with a planning staff consisting
of both British and American officers of all three services (Navy, Army, Air), was
given a forecast of resources that would be available early in 1944, and was
instructed to submit plans for effecting lodgements on the Continent in certain
conditions .

As has been shown, this now H:=adquarters did not start from scratch .

	

It had
already to its hand a very considerable mass of preliminary planning material
prepared .by the staffs of the joint Conynanders and could count on having available
not only a considerable force of British, Canadian and US troops for the assault,
but the promise of additional forces to exploit lodgei.,ients once made .

The first task of the combined staff was to select the most advantageous
areas in which to effect a lodgement . This was a question of achieving a correct
balance of advantage from the points of view of Naval and Air protection and of
capacity of the available beaches and ports .

	

The next task was to decide on the
relative size of the assault, follow-up and build-up formations that could be organised .
with the resources, particularly.in a landing craft and trensport aircraft;, given
in the forecast .

	

Consideration had also to be given the physical capacity both of
Britain as a concentration base and of British ports of embarkation ; for, though the
potential combined Allied resources in men and material could be regarded as
almost infinite, these capacities, as well as the available numbers of assault craft,
placed certain limits on the size of the assault forces which cant be allocated
for any one landing .

The plan ; as evolved, was suhmitted to and closely scrutinised by the
British and U,S . Chiefs of Staff and .was finally approved by the Prineldinister and
the President at the Quebec Conference in Lugust, 1943 . After that, the Chief of
Staff was instructed to proceed with active preparations for the implementation
of the plan pending the appointment of the Supreme Commander, One of his first
tasks was to convert his Planning Staff into a fully integrated operational and
administrative headquarters for the Supreme Commander, when appointed . This was
accomplished by the end of the year. In the meantime, active administrative
preparations in conformity with the approved plan were accelerated, and much work was



An assault on an anamy held coast differs from an offensive against enemy
positions in a lane. theatre in that the. assaulting troops arrive in the face of the
enemy in abnorrnl, bunched, tactical formations imposed on them by the vessels
in which they are carried . Further the attack cannot be preceded by the normal
artillery preparation . In consequence, craft must be designed to give the best
possible deployment on the beach and means must be devised to replace the fire support
which the assaulting troops cannot themselves provide .

The tactical problem grows more complex as the size of the assaulting force
increases . An. Infantry Battalion can be transported in a simple type of landing
craft from which troops can wade ashore, but their transport cannot be so landed,
nor can tanks, or artillery . Hence the evolution of the manifold types of special
landing craft'and landing ships designed for the transport of infantry, tanks,
vehicles, guns and stores . Differing widely in size these craft - in whose design the
Admiralty anc_ Combined Operations Headquarters collaborated :; had all a common
functional purpose, namely, the - most rapid deployment of assault force and of its
supporting weapons and material .

	

-

For an operation dependent upon the eff<ctive use of assault craft, equally
specialised training of the assault forces was essential . During 1941 and 1942 a
number of training; centres had been established for the training of forces taking
part in raids and in such operations as the landings in North Africa and Wagascar ..
But it became abundantly clear to th< Combined Staff, oarly in the summer of 1943,
while the plan wqs still being prepared, that much more would be needed for. Second
Front operations . In consequence, and. with the active co-operation of the civil
authorities, a number of special Training Centres, for the use of both British

and American forces, were; organised on the coasts of BRITAIN, involving the clearance
of rLany square milos of populated countryside so that live ammunition could be used
by Navy, Army and : Air in combined exercises . H-_re higher training on the Battalion,
Brigade and Divisional basis was carried out to supplement the initial basic training
given at the old Combined Training Centres . .

It was not merely assaulting infantry who had to be rehearsed in their tactics
and made familiar with the use of many special weapons, which have been developed -
a "Back-Room" story which . cannot yet be told . In the various Training Centres RE
personnel found replicas of every known defensive device used by the enemy and practised
their destruction, learning in their turn the use of equipment whose nature at this
stage cannot be described . Similarly Signal Units were rehearsing it the improvisation
of the most satisfactory communication nets for a beach landing, while drivers of
tanks and supply vehicles became practised in methods of embarkation and in driving
vehicles from assault craft on to the beach, Finally, all the tactical problems
involved in so loading craft that men and material could disembark at the right
time and in the right tactical order on the beach had to be worked out and the
lessons learnt in the MEDITERRI TEtN AND PACIVIC mastered .

Pari Passu with the training of sea-borne assault forces the training of
British Airborne Forces, both parachutists and glider-borne brigades proceeded
intensively . Apart, moreover, from the organisation of Airborne Formations with
their specialised weapons and methods of supplyt much work had to be done in devising
and perfecting means of co-ordinating:,on the armyis side the necessary link between
they ground forces and air support .

The Su2rei:ie Cor,mander

The plan elaborated by the Combined Staff was naturally subject to final
revision and approval by General Eisenhower, who assumed in Tanuary, 1944, the
appointment of Supreme Commander . A further examination was then carried out to ,
check_ and revise the original forecast of resources made in 1943.

On this final firm basis the Army Staffs of various levels, right down to units,
worked out their detailed plans in collaboration with corresponding Naval and Air
Staffs .

	

It was during these las few months that the final intricate co-ordination
of action by all three Services was completed down to the last detail .

done in corn : ction with th training of th- forms, the co-ordination of supporting
action by Air and Naval_ fore s prior to and on the day of invasion, and the
e.eve~lop~:?ent o,- the offensive afVr beach-heads had been secured.

"Tactics for Assault .''



It re-,.iai:,ed for the Supreme Cor:mander to make the, final decision as to the
precise date of the assault and to , -ive the word to set in motion the whole intricate
machinery which had been built up durinC the preceding; years, soma idea of which
is contained in thr followin. account of the administrative side of the plan .



The layr-hn night easily suppose that in an operation such as the invasion of

T,Vestern Europe the Administrative Staff are brought into the picture only after the

General Staffs under the direction of the Force Commander, have worked out in more or

less final form the plans of attack. Actually ; as has already been indicated, this

is not so . In the plann ing of the operation, even in the earliest, most tentative
stages, intimate contact between the General Staff and the Administrative Staff was

r,ssential in order that strategic and tactical intentions might be tested step by step

by the yard-stick of administrative feasability .

Not only so+ Years ago, when the invasion was still an optimistic idea rather
than a definite project, tiie staffs responsible for the availability of "material" in
the widest sense, had to plan designs and arrange provisional demands on production
schedules . 'Ueapons, and equipment, transport, ammunition, food and petrol were all
fields in which long pre-estimation of the needs was necessary, while plans had to be
devised, far ahead, by the Transportation Branch, whose responsibility it would be to
rehabilitate port and railway communications in the rear of the invading forces,

Speed and Re7 ularity

B, THE AMNISTRATIVE SIDE .

With this'in mind, let it now be n ssuitied that the operational plan has taken pro-
visional shape . That is to say, the General Staff are now in a position to answer the
three questions on which the Administrative Staff must base their own planning,

	

These
three questions are ; Where? r']Iaen? and In what numbers? It is for the Administrative
Staff to supply the answers., from a multiplicity of angles, to the further question :
How?

The first stage in administrative planning for the actual operation was the "Q"
appreciation - that is, a study dealing with all the movement and maintenance problems
involved in the plan of attack . This is prepared by the Movements and Operations
Branches of the Quarter-Master General's Staff . In relation to a pFojected operation,
these 3ranches are responsible for co-ordinating the various activities of "Movements"
of Supply and Transport, and of the Provisioning Brandies of the various arms and
services, which IAve to be fitted into the master plan,

Tho object which the Administrative Staff had to keep in mind may be stated in
sirgple terms . It was to place the assauiting force in a position to attack the enemy
and to ensure the synchroni8ation of its impact on the enemy with a smooth flow of

supporting reinforcements of rien and materialt The attainment of this object - assum-

ing that supplies of weapons, ammunition ; vehicles and food have been organised in
advance, together with the requisite shipping tonnage for an amphibious operation -
involved a task of planning and organising which falls into four phases :-

(i)

	

Formations dust be concentrated in an area reasonably adjacent to the points at
which they are to embark for the overseas theatre . This area mast be cleared to some
extent of its normal military nopulation,

(ii)

	

T he concentrated troops must then be moved into marshalling areas, where they
are divided into assault troops, 1st reinforcements and follow-up "residues" and then
split into unit parties and craft loads for embarkation,

(iii)

	

T-he assult flight, with the "follow-up" wave. and a steady increment of "build-
up" reinforcements on their heels, must be transported by sea to the target area .

(iv)

	

T he force which secures the bridgehead must be sustained by a maintenance flow
of ammunition, supplies and stores of all kinds .

	

In relation to each of these phases,
the essence of administrative planning was to secure an even regularity of movement
and to avoid bottlenecks ; and this, in turn, depended upon foresight and organisation,
in relation both to the capacity of the beach-head - complicated in Western Europe by
the magnitude of tides - and the rate of "lift" which could be attained, having regard
to shipping tonnage available and both railway and loading facilities in the United
I'`ingdon base,

For example, faulty calculations might lead to an awkward bottleneck if more
troops or supplies arrived off-shore than could be disembarked within the period'
planned for their unloading . Such a development would obviously throw out of gear the
estimated speed of shipping "turn-round", on which the build-up of the Force depends,
Similarly, the planned rate of f low of personnel to embarkation points must be regu-
lated to conform. precisely, with the readiness of craft on which to embark . Again, the
flow of reinforcements, both men and material, a break in whose smoothness might
jeopardise the very existence of a landing Force, in conditional upon "marrying"



exactly the projected numbers of troops or tonnage with the rolling-stock and harbour
berths at t1Tovanents' disposal . It must be remembered, too, that in all shipping
plans provision had to be made for estimated return movement of casualties, prisoners
of T'dar or refugees .

As an illustration of the need for absolute accuracy in planning and execution
on the administrative side, it might be pointed out that the unforeseen addition of
50 men to a -particular rail movement might mean the addition of an extra coach to the
planned train ; that this addition mi'=,1,ht make the train.-load too great for the locomo-
tive's capacity ; and that, in consequence, the time-table of a whole series of
connected rail and ship -)in~- movements might be thrown out of gear,

lair_tenance The Crux .

Before going, however, ilLto tb.e arrangements which have to be male for the con-
centration, marshalling and embarkation of the assault and following forces, it may be
convenient to consider at this point in somewhat greater detail the crucial problem of
Zairtenance after the first objective of the assaulting forces - the capture of a
beach-head - has been achieved . It is on the successful iraple.,lentation of maintenance
rlan.s - subject, as they are, to ;very irila °imble kind of interference from acts of
God and the King's enemies - that the operation, on the administrative side, really
depends ; and these plans began to be executed long before the assault force was con-
centrated for its task .

In. relation to maintenance, the first need is to Predict, in the light of past
axperian.ce, wimt the probable needs of <a numerically expanding force are likely to be,
within a period of, say, sever. days, having regard to the estimated nature of the
operations, in terms both of projected rate of movement and expected intensity of
fighting . This estimate, upon whose soundness much depends, is mde in the first
instance by the branches of the Force Commander's staff concerned with provisioning the
various arms of the service .

	

T hey have before them, as a firm basis for calculation,
the numbers of men, tanks, guns - :nd vehicles which it is hoped to land day by day ; but
thoueh ration requirements (i .e .,food) are a relatively simple calculation, estimation
of the ;)robable expenditure of arnunition and consumption of petrol involves highly
expert judgement, and the minimum requirements in the way of Ordnance replacements and
spares of all kinds, and of such engineering stores as, say, bringing material,. call
for a very exact appraisement both of rrobable enemy resistance and of the nature of
the terrain . Still more difficult, and subject to even more incalculable factors, is
the task, which has next to be perforried,- of estimating requirements for e say, the next
two or three weeks . But this estirkation in advance is essential to enable the various
branches of the Quarter-T11astor General's Staff of the ti'Jar Office to organise the cony
olex iioveraent of supplies, annlunition and stores fror,~. United Kingdom depots to the
fighting men in the bridgehead .

.Sea Transport .

1>.cce .tanc~a, of course, of the provisional estimates by the Expeditionary Force
of requirements for the first two phases of the operation depends upon the availability
of shipping of the requisite types . In considering the planning which had to be done
'.,y the "Movements" Branch of the Quarter-Nhster General's Staff (in intinia.te associa-
tion with the Ministry of War Transport) before the shipping factor in the supply
equation could be finally "fixed" ) it is necessary to go back a long way in time .
-first, a decision had to be taken in the light of the preliminary "Q" Appreciation as
to wrr,ich types of shipping, other than the special assault vessels operating under the
White Ensign, would be required both for the conveyance of "follow-up" and "build -up"
personnel, and for the traps-port of mraintenance supplies and stores .

	

The conclusion
7ras soon reached that for the assault stages of the invasion it would be necessary to
rely predominantly on coastal shipping . That is, vessels would have to be employed
vf:_oss draught -iuould enable them to get es close in shore as possible, and whose size
would not make them unduly- vulnerable to attack by enemy aircraft, submarines, or
surface vessels .

This decision taken, two questions had next to be examined . First, what propor-
tdon of the total coastal shipping in this country could be taken up for the operation
without either .)lacing an intolerable burden on internal rail transport, or depriving
essential services, such as river-side power stations,- of necessary supplies of coal?
Secondly - again having regard both to the minimum needs of civil industries and
services geared to the war effort and to naval requirements - how many loading berths
could be glade available and to what extent could the existing availability of berths
be supplemented by the construction of special 4'hards" or other improvised berthing --



facilities on the coast? Finding the answer to this question involved a long and
meticulous reconnaissance both of --orts and beaches .

Next, loading; facilities having been provisionally ascertained, plans had to be
nrked out in detail for the movement of coastal ships, after requisitioning, to the
selected ports and other points of loading . Factors which had to be borne in mind at
this stage of planning: were that small coastal ships have widely different ranges of
voyage practicable without refuelling, and very different draughts, both when empty and
when loaded with commodities of different types . I1oreover, in the "marrying" of ship
and port, a further complication was that allied Continental shipping, which formed
a considerable proportion of the available fleet, had so far as possible, for adminis-
trative reasons, to be concentrated in single ports, rather than be widely dispersed,
for loading .

The positioning: and routoing of the fleet provisionally fixed, the final work
of plannin,-, which had to be perfectad night be described as an,interpretation of the '
fleet's gross tonnage in terms of potential discharging capacity at the beach-head .
It must be remembered that two ships of the same tonnage will often have very different
dead-weight capacities, varying according to the shipls construction, and type of
hold and deck space in its design . Not until r+Zany elaborate calculations had been made,
checked and re-checked, was it possible to arrive at an approximate figure of the
nurfaers of men and tonna;~e of stores which could be brought to the vicinity of the
bridgehead or, the heels of the assault, while the rate of discharge to the beach de-
pended upon a further factor - the varying capacity from the ship to shore of D.U .I£.Tiis
_nd the "dumb" and power-operated barges which also had to be procured and adapted in
advance for invasion purposes .

Simultaneously, of course, with the planning outlined above, long-range plans for
the directionand moverlent of ocean-going shipping, affecting routes all over the world,
had to be rItzdo - .remembering always that, even during the peak of the invasion, Britain's
general war imports must be nainta ined and the needs of American forces provided for.
,?.s these plans, however, related to the future progress of the campaign rather than
the initial stages of invasion, and as the planning and executive authority (once the
relevant military date had been provided) was the Ministry of War Transport, they fall
outside the scope of this story .

From Depot To Ship .

?"Then shipping and beach capacity for the first stages of the invasion was balanced
against the ~_~-stinated m:.intenance requirements of the Force, some adjustments between -
t.he two had naturally to be made, and these in turn sometimes reglired revision of the
o:dginal apportiomaent between different kinds of supplies and stores . ZIT-hen eventually
the various branches 3f the staff of the Force were given a firm allocation of tonnage
available on a sequence of dates for their special requirements, they notified the
-Tar Office Branches responsible for the provisioning; of their particular arm of the
service, specifying the quantities of different categories of supplieswhich should
r,~^.ke up their tonnage allocation . The Provisioning Branches, having ascertained what
the loading ports were to be, then decided which depots were to meet the requirements .

l=ifter that, the organisational task reverted to the Quarter-Master General's
Branch ; that is, Movements had to ,plan the exact time-table and routeing which stores
should adhere to in their passage from depot to loading port . This aspect of adminis
trative planning involves in the first instance the building-up of skeleton time-tables
for use between every depot and every Dort . These, when filled in, give details of
the depot, ties of special tains' departure from the depot and arrival at the port,
the code number of these trainsi the maximurz number of waggons each can pull, and the
route by which the journey is to be -ccomplished,, T he immensity of the organisation
-required can be judged from the fact that for the mounting of the ladning of the First
4,rny's expedition to North Africa over 1,000 special trains had to be provided in this
country, as well as over. 15,00'0 additional waggons on regular freight tains,

Stores for maintenance in the first phase of the operation - were naturally pre-
loaded, the shipping being, dispersed as a precaution against enemy attack in many
ports . At this point complex administrative problems arise . Not merely are the
cargoes destined for disembarkation at a number of .different points in the bridgehead
or bridgeheads, but, for the first few days of the invasion, when numbers of fighting
raen, guns and vehicles are increasing as rapidly as possible and the volume of
aintenanee sllippin is subject to certain limitations, it is vitally important that
the flow of supplies should be evenly balanced as between different categories . That
is to say, a situation must not arise in which on one day nothing but anrunition arrives,
so that the troops rennin hungry ; nor will the operation w ork smoothly if on the next"



day t',~ere is a :rolut of rations but an acute shortat-e of,
require to overcoYe tactically important obstacles .

y materials which the R.E .

Nonce, for the early phases of the maintenance of the bridgehead, every ship had
to be laded i,,rith a mixed cargo - so much food, so much ammunition, so much signals
ecu,iprient, so t:iany en~,ineerinr: and ordnance stores, and so much water and medical
sTri»lies, not forgettin6 the fact that the Arrty is responsible for transporting for

-,

	

-'

	

needed at any airfields captured or constructed . Furthermore, in
Mann ir,m t'"e arrival at the bridg(_h,:;ad of various Ordnance and engineering stores,
Driority had to be determined in relation to the degree of importance of tasks foreseen .

Finally, an additional factor which the administrative planners had to bear in
mind was that the vessels employed would inevitably not all be of the same capacitys
Thus, though three vessels might begin unloading at the same time, the cargo in the
last hold of vessel No . 1 might be ashore a day or more before the unloading of vessel
Yo . 3 . Ttias c~)m1rlete, so that if allowance were not made for this factor, the evenly
?-~_1aneed inflow of supplies of different categories would be dislocated .

BearinC always in rind that an adequate margin for loss by accident or enemy
action has to be provided, it will be seen that even on broad lines the task of organ-
ising tle pre-loadinL of maintenance shipping for the first phase of a sea-borne invasion
is complex .

	

In detail, it calls for an irrlimensely elaborate organisation . A single
nr.e-loaded ship my include many hundreds of categories of different sorts of supplies
n.d stores . Ori,inally these would be assembled in a multiplicity of specialised
depots ; hence, ruany months before the invasion it was found to be advisable to pre-
stock c .arefttlly sited depots, organised on what be termed a "Departmental Store" basis,
covering the widest possible range of essentials . Thus the complexity of rail and road
r evement was to settle extent reduced .

	

Even so, however, the cargo for one relatively
small pre-loaded ship might et?tenate frost, perhaps, 20 different `departmentalisedll
derots in the United Kin--dom .

Crated in accordance with a ;3ackagin.g technique perfected by the experience of
~ncarly five years of U~ari the supplies duly moved from d epot to loading port ; some by
train, others by -road � `Ls loading proceeded, it was often found that last minute modi
fications to the plan were required, since it is _practically impossible to foresee with
ror ecise exactitude how many packages of different shapes and sizes and weighing, say,
500 tons, will . ;o into a particular ship of that theoretical capacity . Thus, particular
stores, shut out from one ship, might have to be rushed to another ship in a different
,)Or ,

So much for pre-loading of planned maintenance . For the second phase of the
operation the organisation of supplies and their aovement,from depot to port also had
to be,,~in long before the first of the assault troops set food on enemy soil . After that,
t~gough volume of traffic grows, and places an increasing strain on transport, the pro-

is si_maler in that, gradually, uniform cargoes can be loaded, and eventually daily
s_aipments will depend upon periodic notifications from the Force of its requirements .

T he Force's Iv terial Needs .

After this sketch of the general framework within which the detailed planning for
the maintenance of the invasion Force had to be worked out, it may be convenient next to
consider the various material requirements whore provision had to be arranged for and
irhos movenent had to be co-ordinated . Responsibility in this field - excluding the
R,AJT,C . 9 s province - is divided between the Supply and Transport Branch, Ordnance and
the Provisionii- Branch of the R.E . The first-named Branch is responsible for seeing
t.12-:̂:t the Fc;rce receives not merely food and water, but also the petrol to enable It to
move and fight, The Ordnance Corps and the R,E : Provisioning Branches between them cope
with all the other r~atorial needs of a fighting force except medical supplies .

Tl_e in--tense probler2 of the genor!~l procurement and co-ordination of food supplies
for the British Army, T,ahetl~ r located at home or in its many overseas theatres, falls
outside this story . It is also impossible to deal here tivith the part played by the
1'Anistry of Food throw.;h the P,Terchant Navy in conveying food from all quarters ofthe
-lope, and in balancin g; the needs of the civilian population with military requirements
[,really increased (in terms of United N:tionst "food strategy") by the despatch of large
T.J,S, Forces to Western Europe .

	

The intention of the following paragraphs is to indicate
briefly the nature of the special planning and advance organisation which had to be
carried out to meet the particular needs of an opposed invasion of Western Europe .

In connection with any operation starting from this country and involving the



deployment of a Force in a theatre overseas, . the Supply and Transport Branch of the
Staff has to plan and organise the provision of the R .I .S .-C . supply units which will
eventrally'form the link between the base port across the sea and the soldier in the
front line . These units include port organisations concerned with the unloading of
vessels, the base supply depots and their forward distributing depots up the lines of
6onmunication, together with field bakeries and butcheries and their vehicles . The
dcale on which these units must be planned depends obviously on the size of the farce,
and whether the projected theatre can reasonably be relied upon to provide both water
and such foodstuffs as fresh vegetables and potatoes .

T he procurement of the bulk supplies which will eventually flow into this
mechanism overseas, the building-up of reserve depots from which they will be drawn
in this country, and the advance notification to Movements of the tonnage for which
rail, road and water transport will be required - all this involves long-range plann-
ing: of meticulous accuracy . In particular, it must be borne in mind that whereas
reserve depots of ammunition and other Ordnance and Engineering stores can be built
up over a long period with simple safeguards against deterioration by weather, many
bulk foodstuffs are definitely perishable goods, so thdt the turn-over and replenish-

m..ent of stocks must be arranged for to prevent wastage,

So much for the long-range planning required for the eventual maintenance of a
Force overseas in respect of rations - in addition to which, it should'be appreciated,
the Supply and Transport Branch is also responsible for the provision of those hospital
supplies which give sick or wounded men suitable "comforts" in their diet . In the
arise, however, of opposed landings, involving the deployment of large fot-ces, and their
t : ,.:aintenance for possibly a considerable period over beaches, a factor which the Supply
and Transport Branch had to reckon with in their arrangements is that, particularly
ia the early phases of the operation, it would be essential to conserve shipping space
and to devote as much dead-weight capacity as possible to the conveyance'of personnel,
fighting vehicles, weapons, ammunition and special operational equipment . Field
bakeries, and butcheries, with their cold storage plants, and the field kit6hens which
units must take forward with . them if bulk supplies are to be converted into satisfying
daily menus, are bully and require much shipping space .

	

Hence, for the present invasion,
to an infinitely greater extent than that necessitated by any'earlier overseas operation
in this war, it was realised by the Supply and Transport brazah that, for a considerable
period, maintenance of the force across the seq. must depend upon types of rations
economical in shipping and vehicle space, and involving the minimum of cooking. To
meet such operational needs much thought and experiment had been put into designing
different forms of packed rations, regard being had both to their nutritional value and
to their immunity from damage in the peculiarly difficult conditions accompanying and
immediately following beach assaults,

Special Ration Packs .

Here it may"be useful to interpose a brief description of the different types of
ration packs which will figure as mute dramatis personae in this story of the supply
arrangements for the Invading Force,

First comes the 24-hour ration pack . This is designed specially for the day of
the assault ; . and is issued separately to each man together with a Tommy cooker and its
patent fuel . It has a high calorific value (4 000 calories), though its gross weight,
in. a waxed cardboard container, is less than 24 lbs, It comprises pressed blocks of
pre-cooked dehydrated meat and of rolled oats with sugar and fats, together with a
compressed block of tea, sugar and milk powder .

	

(The meat and oatmeal blocks can be
gnavred dry if water is not available) . Other ingredients are chocolate, boiled sweets,
chewing gur2, sugar tablets and moat extract cubes .

T hen, there is the composite pack, familiarly known as the Compo . Made up in
seven different types, the Compo pack comprises different assortments of canned meat,
fish, vegetables and fruit, jam and margarine, sweets and chocolate, biscuits and
chee:5e, tea-sugar-milk'powder, salt, cigarettes, matches and soap . Having a gross
weight of about 64 lbs ., it provided one day's ration for 14 men with a calorific value
of 3,590 calories per man per day . Somewhat similar in composition, but made up in two,
three or five men packs according to the size of tank crews is the reserve ration pack
carried in armoured fighting vehicles for emergencies,

Next, there is self-heating soup and cocoa$ brought rapidly to boiling point by
igniting chemicals in tube-shaped cylinder within the tin; and, finally, the "Bag'
ration, which consists of sweet biscuits, chocolate and chewing gum - the first two'
commodities to be consumed by troops while waiting for embarkation, the last designed
:~ .s a remedy for sea-sickness,



Meals 1'or the Assault

'Wheeled '11rans -Por-t,

-in tin raking of the Compo pack on which, except for the first stages of the
assault � the Expeditionary

	

will rely until (it may be many weeks ahead,) util
isat "_on of bu:Lk supr,I_ies earn be organised, it will be appreciated that heavy demands
on the tin - ;;late indus-cry were involved -- one instance of the help which the
civil -Lat population hale given by self-denial to the invasion .

?%:' .th thes(3 types of ration in riind, we can proceed to a brief review of the more
deti�iLed supply planning which had to be put in hand when the invasiohrs administrative
project had det'initely cTystalised,, This planning falls logichily into four phases
the concentration, the marshalling, -the sea passage, and the maintenance of a Force
in a. bi°id ;e head ,

The plan. adopted fc,r tae fending of the Force in the concentration area was
that units should dra-aq and cook their own rations in the normal manner ; supplies being
obtai-cd from depot-s _nl Uae -various home Commands concerned � Though, however, the
total nutpber of troops which had to be supplied in the United Kingdom was not affected
by concentration, the x°edis -':~ibution 4..-a the location of divisions and other formations
involved considerable problem;;

	

For example,,special trains for the conveyance of
potatoes from certain areas had to be arrnngod for to cope with the increased demands
o:i certain Home Commands . Spotial arrangements for the supply of meat had also to be
made with -tho Ministry of Food, ?ty the time concentration was complete, all formations
had also to be supplied by Cornmanc depots with a pre-determined number of days' Compo
rat`Lons to be carried in their vehicles, first or second line �

The text supply arrangements which had to be organised were the provision of

	

,
rations to be specially cooked and. supplied to troops during their stay in the
marshalling area - the period of stay being estimated to vary from hours to a consider
able number of days . In the marshalling area all troops were to be issued with their
landing :-aVions ; consist -!rig of two 2g--hour rations, complete with Tommy cooker, a
normal emergency ration, a tin of 2C cigarettes, and a water - sterilising outfit .
Tlaey had also to be issued with the'"Bag" ration for consumption during the move to
the embarkation point or while aTtra _tirig to embark,

Next, L)Iun2 had to be made and implemented for victualling the assault craft and
~~fol{oTrr`u.p`. shins,

	

t'mn those foi% which the Navy or the Ministry of War Transport
would be :-espons _ble,

	

'f',m sets of rations had to be placed on board, those to be con-
~umed ~.ia= ;_rng the -Da"age (careful allowance having been made for unforeseen delays)
anal those cons Ging of a reserve rat'-on to be touched only in case of emergency,

1;.nal1y,, -the _rro--leadille; of rations and hospital supplies on the general,
pri.:zci;ales aL_°eady described fo-- the maintenance of a Force in a bridgehead had to be
fitted, `with the demands of other arena and services, into the general }Movements
pi :;caoe, As Supply reserve depots of food are norrmally less specialised - i,,e, more
^omprehensive in their r°singe c-	stocks- than those of Ordnance or the R.E . , specialv? ir1vaS1oi1 ,4 dc;go7.;s

	

:. =(~ no _: need. -to be organised in quite the same way but in view of
.':ie strain which_ it was foreseen there would be on rail transport immediately before
and c'1uring the early stages of the -invasion, plans had to ; be worked out whereby,

	

-
3-trough a careful selection of depots,, rail movements could be reduced and simplified,

' "he hart played by Home; ;1 :� L,k:nds in implementing the plans in. relation to
ooncar,a;ration and marshallAng areas is reviewed in later paragmPhs,

	

To assist
Corrz',zands it that task, however, special supply detachments had to be organised and lent
no(-,h to marshalling areas and. t o personnel embarkation points � Other R.A.C .S, detach-
me;:nts had t-c be located, at the mar_y ports in which maintenance supplies were to be
load�d, in order to ensure that sio hitches occurred . end that, so far as is humanly
Y)ossib``.e, no oversight or o=mission should lead to a fighting man going into action
hungry

Though it is still as axiomatic as it was in Wellingtonts day that nn 11smy marches
on its stomach, the magnitude of the role now played by mechanical transport iii the
maintenance of armies is sufficiently ue :tl.-known to need little fresh emphasis, The
desjEoa and plann_f.ng of the Army's road transport services are cared for, like the
supply of food ; by tha Supply and Transport Blanch of the Roar Office in conjunction
tivith the R,,A,0,,0 o

	

In terms of vehicles, few Branches were required to begin at an
earlier date their planning for the "Second Frontll .

In the first place ; even in relation to what might be termed normal supply vehicles
0 pos



the'production programmes. had to be settled and put in' hand years before the invading
fore"e' was finally assembled with all its transport, Not merely was it necessary for
the Supply and Transport Branch to make long-range provisional forecasts of the
numerical strength of the Force which might be employedi but t since. different types of
supply vehicles are more suitable for . one country than another, it became necessary
klon~., before the decision as to the target areas of the invasion VMS taken) to make
provision, in planning demands on production programmes ; for the more likely eventual-
ities .

A further problem which had to be solved was that involved in the decision (taken
for reasons already described) to use small coasters ps'edominantly in the maintenance
of tlae bridgehead for a considerable period . This decis oiie with its inevitable
reaction on the availability of internal: rail transport both. for Service and civilian
needs; meant that great dependance must be placed on inland raid transport for the
conve~7ance of supplies to loading ports both before and durinf; the progress of the
invasion .

Years ago; it was foreseen by the Supply and Transport Branch that the policy
(whose soundness no-one questioned) of economising in the consumption of petrol by
concentrating freight traffic so far as possible on the railways, even for short
journeys, might result in such a curtailment of civilian road industry that this
industry would. not have the necessary resilience to cope with the sudden added strain
of invasion needs . In collaboration, therefore, with the Tninistry of War Transport,
steps had to be taken long in advance to safeguard against such an eventuality without
the adoption of measures which would result in uneconomic petrol consumrtion .

	

It became,
in short, one of the.Armyts responsibilities to try to, ensure that the civil road
industry would be able to Play its part in the maintenance of the invasion in circum-
stances in which it would be necessary to concentrate military vehicles to an increasing
extent oli the actual movenant of the Expeditionary Force, with its supply train,
overseas,

Finally the question arose of foreseeing the special types of vehicle which
would be required for this particular operation, and of developing their design and
production . Certain vehicles, such as the tank transporter, may be said to have been
developed primarily for use . .in the campaign in North Africa, but Western European
eventualities were even in this case also prominently in mind . The vehicle, however,
which '_~a-: place of honour in - the special provisions made by the Supply and Transport
Branch for an invasion of Western Europe is the D .U.K .W ., that is, the amphibious lorry,
+hose function it is to transport personnel and supplies from ship to shore and to
convert itself instantly on reaching the beach into a lard vehicle . The use made,in
oL~erations against Sicily and the Italian mainland of a considerable fleet of D .U .K .fd's
was essentially a reh earsal for an assault on a much larger scale against the West of
Europe - -the purpose to which they ogre their original conception .

"vu ice tt

For the manning of D .U .K .Wts, extensive water--training of R .A.G .C . personnel was
r.ecessary, while special motor boat companies operating fast launches had to be
organised for world in connection both with beach and port unloading .

	

In addition, like
all unit drivers, the drivers of normal R,A .S .C . supply vehicles had to have systematic
i-striactions in manoeuvring lorries through comparatively deep water from assault
craft.

	

Finally, in connection with the operations of airborne divisions, the task- fell
to the Supply and Transport Branch of organising and training special Teams for the
elipert work of stowing, and ejecting'from a ireraft, supplies needed for the maintenance
of troops engaged inairborne assault .

In the maintenance both of fighting; and supply vehicles - to say nothing of special
equipment vehicles and of the emphibious D .U .K.W is and other ferry craft- the pro-
vision of petrol, oil, and lubricants is an essential element for which the Supply and
Transport Branch of the'War Office is also _responsible . As in the case of food and
road transport services, the operational planning for invasion had to be interpreted at
an. early stage of planning in terms of P .O .L. requirements, which, even in the early
phases of the operation may represent over 1/3 of maintenance tonnage. Between bulk
reserves, moreover, held in the United Kingdom and the "fighting and other vehicles
operating in the bridgehead, an elaborate chain of organisation had to be planned and
mede ready by the Supply and.Transport Branch .

First, a forecast had to be made of requirements in petrol containers, not merely
ror the assault, but for a considerable period thereafter .

	

Means would probably not
exist at first of landing bulk supplies direct Trot ship to lodgement areas,

	

Consequent-
ly, reliance would have to be placed on packed P .O,L,

	

For this purpose, so far as
petrcl is concerned, it was decided that the staple means of conveyance in the early . . .



44 T'Y`arlike" and Engineerino Stores .

stages of the assault (so far as the f final . stage of transport up to units is concerned)
in all stages of operations, should be the 42 gallon Terrican - a model based on the
container used by Ronnel's Army in North Africa .

	

.

The next stop in the _planning of P.O.L. supplies for the invasion consisted in
the selection, very many months ago, of sites for reserve depots of pre-packed
containers in the United Kingdom, factors governing their selection being aacessibility
to the designated loading ports and suitability from the point of view of protection
against enemy air attack.

	

Of the i-inny depots built up by the Supply and Transport
Branch for this purpose some have a capacity considerably exceeding 30,000 tons of
;.packed containers .

The picture of organisation, planning and training in this 7field requires to be
coripleted by a brief reference to the creation of special R.A .S.C . petrol units, whose
duties range from t he filling of containers--to their repair, from the driving and
maintenance of the bulk .petrol vehicles (which in due course replace the Terrican in
the rearward areas of a theatre of operations) to the conveyance of oil from ocean-

tanker to shore and the operation and maintenance of bulk installations and
reserve depots .

As the bridgehead grows in size, the "landing Reserve" is gradually built up into
a wider rC.nge of Ordnance stores, entitled a "Beach mtintenance Pack" . Thereafter. the
development` of the projected ordnance supply chain depends upon the course taken by
,perations .

°Iae provision of certain stores is the responsibility of the Royal Engineers and, .
the Royal Army Ordnance Corps . These mainly comprise either stores of engineers'

, . . . .

Then came the planning of the supplies - iiiimediately required by the invading forces .
For the early phases of the operations, P.O .L . had to be ore-loaded, like other
sup"lies, in accordance with the rreviously agreed estimate of requirements . But in
the c~-;se of iJ.O .L ., the Supply and Transport Branch also had to devise means whereby
D.U .K .4ts and ferry craft plying between ship and shore should be assured of adequate
su,~~>lies of fuel and lubricants .

The next main category of the Force's material needs which has to be considered is
the irriense range of "Warlike Stores" which come within the purview of the Royal Army
Ordnance Corps . These include not merely ammunition of all types, but stocks of
clothing and accoutrer.iiet~ts, Signals equipment, certain R.E, stores, replacement tanks,
, ;gins and other weapons, together with a multitude of spares required for the maintenance
Ziid reiZir both of '°fighting°? and other vehicles . T he total range of Ordnance stores
held in this country runs into more than half a million different items - a figure
sufficient to illustrate the coriplexity of the organisation required in building up
the chain cf supply betweer the Ordnance depot in the United Kingdom and the individual
i- ,hting man or vehicle in the front line .

It would be inappropriate here to dttempt to give a complete picture of the
Ordnance organisation planned for the various stages of the overseas'lines of communica-
tion which it is hoped eventually to establish .

	

This is a story which can well be
kept for later telling . So far as the initial phase of the invasion of Western Europe
is concerned, the immediate task of Ordnance was two-fold . On the one hand, special
"invasion" depots, together with transit depots, had to be organised from which to draw,
bot1_i for pre-loaded "build-up" craft and for the immediate needs of the assault bri-
,-;,ides, those items from the encyclopaedic Ordnance list which, it was judged, would be
c "erationally essential for opposed landings .

This done, and the flow of Ordnance stores to loading ports organised in acceidanee
a Movements time-table, the next task was to devise and equip a special organisa-

tion to operate as a "first flight" of maintenance on the beaches . This organisation
taI>es t? e forr1 of the Ordnance Beach Detachrient, whose task it is to deal with what is
!rr..ov-_ as the assault Force's "Landing Reserve", This consists of specially prepared
';cxes of stores"-rhich can be easily handled over beaches and contain estimated
esseiztinls, i .e . weapons and parts of war equipment which units must be able to reply
upon Burin� the initial assault .

A further point of organisation required for the initial assault was to ensure that
ry unit and formation would be avnre of precisely what Ordnance stores would arrive

. . .

	

)each-heads at various star~;es, so that transport should not be sent back from fighting
3 on fruitless errands .



origin used by other arms - for example, crawler tractors (bulldozers) - or heavy
constructional engineering machinery and Transportation material such as lighters,
cranes and rolling; stock. The organisation Manned by the R .E . for the despatch
and unloadin

	

of these stores resembles that already described in the .ease of Ordnance .

The R .A.T'?.C .ts Part,

The picture of the Services which cater for the needs of the invasion Force would
not be complete without reference to the plans which had to be made by the Army Medical
Department for d ,-alinF with casualties .

It does not fall within the scope of this account to describe the eventual
elaborate organisation planned for the evacuation of casualties when the extent of
liberated torritory becomes sufficient to permit the establishment in the overseas base
of General hos ;_itals, with its normal '"foreward°° system, going up, through Casualty
Clearing Stations, Divisional Field Dressing Stations to Advance Dressing Stations,
Casualty Clearing Posts and Regimental Aid .Posts . For this organisation much planningand pre-arrangemen of equipment anc, transport by air, road, rail and sea, was
necessitated, while numerous hospitals in Britain had to be cleared, so far as it was
deemed necessary of civilian patients in order to meet estimated military needs,

For the assault, however,, and the early stages of the campaign, much special
medical planning was required in order both to ensure the arrival (by air or sea) . of
needed medical equipment, su,,plies, blood plasma, etc ., and also to make the best
possib3_e use of returning transport - aircraft or ship . For some purposes arrangements
were made to adapt codified landing; ships as casualty carriers ; and to cope with a
situation in which the invading Force might have advanced some way inland but no rail
traffic could yet be organised, provision had to be made for specially fitted lorries
to supplement norm l ambulance convoys in casualty clearance .

---o0o---



Tide have so far surveyed briefly the elaborate planning and organisation
which . had to be carried out in order to ensure that when the Assault Force had
effected a landing, its reinforcement and maintenance should not suffer from

L.ny failure of supplies . Before going on to a description of the actual
administrative mechanism cahich had to be put into operation to launch the
assault, a word must be said about the work which had to be nerformed by Home

Commands L:nd Districts (the bssic military organisation in Britsin) in
connection with the preparation_ of the "springboard" - that is the concentration
E_nd marshalling -.rea.s from which tine Expeditioncry Forces would proceed to
their allotted embarkation points .

Tasks of Hoine Cozma,nds

NCUPUING THE ATTACK

In the first

	

Comra_,nd stcffs hL.d to errc.nee for the provision of
requisitioned buildings or tented camps - involving much work by the R :Et and
Pionear Corps - for the reception of etch "inva ion" division on its -rrivLl
in the coneentrction. are, .

	

On completion of its journey, undertaken portly by
ro«d e.nd partly by rail in Lecordr.nce with the timetable arranged by ' 1Tfovements"
cnd involving; the provision of staEing camps for read parties en route, each
division_ had to be ?provided v:ith speci_ 1 instructions, giving a ¬side to all
local supply depots end vuelf~~re .facilities .

In the concentration area, cs :lreL.d , 7 stcted, formations drew supplies and
did their own cooking in the norms l

	

but an immense cmount of detailed
work hcd to be done by Commands in executing the plans for feeding greatly
increased numbers of troops c:nd in seeing that all discrepancies in equipment and
stores were made good, cll boots "vetted", c.nd ell vehicles brought up to full-
scrle . At this stage, moreover, the .w .terproofing of vehicles had to be carried
out

	

,aspect of inv si'o-n -or cynisati x .a hiCZz :-.may EppropriLtely be dealt with
1t this point, and which brings us to the work of -et another branch - the
royal Electrical and Mechanical Engineers .

	

' .

	

, .

Waterproofing

As r_:lready indicated, . an essenti< l part of the plea' of c.ttsch was the � sscult
of beE,_ches Lndthe maintenance of the invasion Force over them forth indetermin-

.

	

m6ae for the employment of'
ta., period . This meant that many thousands of mechanical vehicles hod to be water-

proofed .

	

Secondly, mechanical provision hod to be made for the employment of', .
numerous special weapons designed for the assault ; End- , ltstlv ; 'steps h1-d to be
taken to ensure,'so far as is huinc'nly possible, that the progress of the mechcnical
equipment of the invading forces from concentration crea to mcrshElling area and
from--rk:rshelling .area-to embarkation point was not impeded either by the breakdown
of vehicles or bZT road blocks caused through damage' to vehicles by enemy :ir attack .

`Though the solution to t Le first problem

	

the lending, of vehicles o've'r a
beach - wcs found in the single word '"waterpro'ofing", the development of the .U

technique of victerproofing presented' intricate problems which the Directorate ,
of Idecheniccl Engineering had to solve .

As 811 motorists are aware, ~: car with e reasonable cleErnnce can snfely-
negotiate a shallow water-splcsh ; and E stcndard 3-ton lorry, provided it is
carefully driven, can proceed through freshwater of greater depth . ,,For the
purposes, however, of an amphibious operation, 'not merely was . ,. "it hec-essary to
cope with the corrosive effects of see water, but tanks and other vehic1es would
hc.ve to be driven ashore from lcnding craft through water which might be - rough
end whose depth might well exceed the capacity of a vehicle not specially '

	

"
adapted .

The problem of wEterproofing, moreover, must of be thought of solely in -
- terms of normal fighting and supply vehicles . - The task has also to be
e.ccomplished of waterproofing the vulnereble contents of pan immense list of special
vehicles rC.nging from office trucks to self-propelled artillery .

IVIE:ny hundreds of R.F.M.E . personne l had to be dispersed in concentration and
marshalling areas to dea with waterproofing ¬nd the task of urgent-recovery End
repair. of vehicles which might develop mechaniccl faults or be d magod by enemy'
action or. the vray, to 'the embarkation point.

	

In addition, much work, of which it
is not bet possible to write,, had to be done b ,. - the R .E .I~.E : for many . monthspESt
in making spe:ciel modifications to vehicles roouired .by the; plc.n of attack,. and
in the fitting to specially Ede.pted vehicles of special weupbhs n_d ; :devices for
use in the assault . ' :

	

. .

	

-

	

. . .,

	

. . . . .



After this digression, it is time to return to the sea-word movement of
the invasion Force, with whose well-being Home Commands, and Districts had
still much to do .

From_ Concentration to Marshalling

To be ready for the movement of troops from their concentration areas to
the marshalling areas in which preparation for embcrketion hod to be done, an
elaborate traffic control system had to be worked out by Commands Lnd Districts .
Along each main rood control points had to be established - linked by telephone
with ambulance posts and vehicle recovery posts (for breakdowns), and with
Civil Defence Headquarters, in case enemy- action should render any road tempor-
arily impassable . In the Commands concerned, the strenVth of the military police
had to be more than doubled for traffice control duties, End each man "on point"
had to be specially trained and briefed for his task .

Finally, when pavements set going the flow of formations from concentration
to marshalling areas, Command Headquarters head to work out details, a day
ahead, for ell the road convoys u,nd rail parties involved . This planning
was done in n central room <:t esch Command Headquarters, where civil police,
railways and a.11 sides of Civil Defence were represented . Provision had to be
mnde for many contingencies : the breakdown of vehicles necessitating replace-
ment from Command stocks ; casualties of personnel, through accident or sickness,
which must be n: .̂de good from a specially organised local reinforcement pool ;
the bombing of a convoy ; the last minute mislaying of a field dressing or small,
but essential, piece of equipment .

	

In the control room, an illuminated map
shored the progress of every convoy along the road in its passage to the de-
mrrca.tion line between concentration area and marshalling area - a. line re-
presented by whct are known_ ca "Road Convoy Regulating Points" .

The Work of Signals

This is perhaps an appropriate place at which to interpolate a note on the
immense work which had to be done by the Royal Corps of Signals in preparing for
the invasion .

	

They had not only to meet the demands of the British army,
but also had to plan and execute (with the loyal collaboration of the G.P.O .'s
depleted . staff), the greatly expanded network required for the U. S . Forces in the
United Kingdom ., and for the communications of Supreme Headquarters .

	

This involved
the putting into operation, since 1942, of thousands of new circuits, and the in-
stE.llation of millions of miles of telephone wire .

Of particular importance, in order to ensure that no bottlenecks developed
through faulty communications, was the provision of an elaborate communications
network in the concentration. and marshalling areas .

	

At the Headquarters of
each marshalling area, a considerable telephone exchange hard to be established,
with a smaller exchange in each subsidiary headquarters in the camp . Moreover,
as a. means of giving instructions to troops ass to marshalling arrangements, the
Signal Corps had to provide and men many scores of static and mobile loud-speaker
equipments in the marshalling areas .

hfrshallin the Force .

The reasons why special marshalling areas had to be provided for the
invasion have already been adumbrated, but call now for perhaps fuller explanation .
In the case of the despatch of _n army on a long overseas voyage which is to end
in. on attack (for instance, the expedition. of the First Army to North Africa),
large ocean-going transports acre employed, on some of which a complete Brigade can
be accommodated .

	

The final tactical dispositions of the troops for an assault
performed by landing, craft are, in fact, made on board ship .

	

For shore-to-shore
attacks, however, the tectic¬ l loading of the assault craft has to be done before
embarkation .

The principle, ¬ ° has been shown, is that the first wave of the assault
should land _s far as possible In the form of self-supporting combat teems .
Furthermore, even in the case of following "fights", it is desirable that risks
from. enemy action during; the passage should be spread bj distributing among the
assault craft infantry, gunners, sappers, Qnd so forth, so that - whatever
cEsualties might occur during; the passage - it would still. be a "balanced" assault
force, its parties trainee. t o regroup quickly into their own formations, which



reached tr.e eneriy shore,

	

And this applied also- to subsequent "build-up" personnel
Nnd mcteri^1,

Accordingly, -the function of the marshalling ores mechanism -- known popu-
lnrly to 14ovements staffs as the 11mincing machine" -- is to brech up units
(batt-,:.lions, ar_mou_red squadrons, batteries and so loath) into unit parties,
vlr--ring numbers of which will make up a -craft load .

T&r_y months before `D 4 Day for thLe invasion was even approximately fixed,
much work had to be done i.n the L~lanning and organisation of the marshalling
areas, whose various sizes depended on -the capocity of -the embarkation "area
they were to serve .

	

Their sites had to be selected -- not too far from em-
barkation points to cause mocaanical difficulties for water--broofe6 vehicles ;
their lay-out must be as inconspicuous as possible to the eyes of reconnoitring
enemy aircra_ft, yet no-c so sraAl .' c.s to cramp movement or cause congestion unduly
Trulnerable to enemy _ir attack .

	

T&ny problems of sanitation and weter supplies
had to be overcome, and manse new, roads built or ir;proved, before wcrk began on
the construction of the many -ented and hutted camps which veere required . In
this work and in t,h-e con:truet.,.on o_' camps and vehicle

	

standings, the number
of Pioneer Coi'ps personnel emplo7,;ed ran, `+ the pea : , to many t!. ousands .

'Hotel Service"

It will h,Lve been noted that, es they pass into marshalling comps, formations
and units lose their identity and become simply "parties", the'serially numbered
components of craft lopds,

	

That is, they are no longer self'--supporting as
they were ire the concentration area ; They lace means to draw and cook rations .
Each comp, ther_efoi-e, had to be ;)rovided with a, staff draT.vn from troops of Home
Forces, to provide the. men of the invasion Force with "hotel service?', as well as
to control_ tactical Movement .

	

A sill-gie comp, capable of containing, say,
2,100 ,aeia at one tine, had to be manned b - a "hotel staff" of `: dozen officers
;nd 400 other ranks ; including CO cooks - not a yarCe number when it is remembered
th<_t troops T;aould be entering and leaving the ca?,.p at all house of the day and

r ight and that meals on -=ival and de . <<- 1ure would be called for, as well a s

	

.
tr:e regular service of t'ni°ee hot meals a day, .

1'Tithin the camp, c.pert from the sale-1_1_ Control Staff of officers and other
ranks T-+corking under the orders of Move .,,en.t,u, ¬-uides 'Zed to be provided, no
mctter how carefully eech camp tv_- .° sf Cnposted ; for uni -`s vioul d frequently arrive
in the d;irk, ~_nd the essence of the mountiag scheme Uvas that aot a moment's
uiauiecessc'ry del-.y should occur .

	

Specie! huts or tents capable of containing
a. 1-rge map model 1-111ad also to be installed for "briefinC 41 .

	

Then, too .

	

in the
marsh_,llin~.ar.e< s, as ,dell as in the concentration areas, r. carefully balanced
ort onisation was necessary for providing casualty replacements :ether of men and
m:_terial, -_,nd for the issue of =rario__s rations - "Lcnding 9 `, "Emergency" and
"De g" °- described in an earlier section .

	

Here, too, crranc;ements had to be made
for t1---o ecr .y despc,-.,ch to the assault forces of special packs devised by N .A.A .F .I .
to meet. needs until Expedition-cry Force Institutes could be established overseas .

The Taechcnism of Tilovement .

ks has been shown, the stuffs of Home Commands F~d Districts were re-
sponsibie, within the centr_;.lised P~evement p.la =, _fcr ex' cuTing movements in detail
from concepts-tic,n areas down to Road Convoy Rec^U3_ tinE Points, From there to the
m ,rshcl1ing area, 'Movement Control - a local embodiment of the, Q(Movcments)
Br :nch of the 6'Jar Office -- bec,ime responsible for the reception of troops into
t~ e marshalling camps, thei?° con-version into craft loads and ~tthe m~ovemont of
these croft loads to embarkation points,

	

Two further sub-divisions ("Sector
and "Embarkation") of Moveraent Cortr o -	cve:ce responsible for tr,~ff'i : a.t the "herds"
End for embarkation of the Force; cn7. i,s rsssault val:iicle:s intc, :,raft, for each of
Tnihich ,

	

Unit Sleet _:nd Ship Shee-1, ha;d -c 11~e devised and prepar~>)_ Jr. advance .

	

The
Tinit Sheet would show, the bcttalion, battery or squa,ron Commander exactly how to
split his ur.:t into p-:rties for enbarl . Etion in diffe=en:1 craft, while the Ship
Sheet would show -che craft load CommErder (whc is to be distinguished from the
nevcI Commander of the TTe :"sel) ex ctly what unit parties would go to make up his
commandm

To co-ordinate the whole movement, not merely from r~ rshal..ling area craft,
'put seawards right from the concentration <crea, cm Inter-Service organisation
wis devised bearing the name of "Build-up Control" .

	

_This body had three con
stituent elemdn-ts - three heads and antennae .

	

One was "Turnround Control" -



- -, ncva.l staff organisation whose responsibility w,-,s the execution of
"Build-up Control's" plans in terms of assault .craft and shipping. movement ;
the second w ;s "Tv._:ovement Control", with its marshalling < reL, "Sector" and

sonnel ships, naval escortE, and locations of concentrated and marshalled troops
- was to execute the Corr.lander's intentions within_ the limits of movement,
pr< .cticLbilityi

for the first "flight" of the assault, craft could, of course, be pre-
lo.-dad --:t comparative leisure in accordance with plans (Known as '" loading
tc,bles") prepared long in advance by Brigade and unit staffs, showing, detailed
tactical loading; requirements to fit the needsof the plan of attack .

	

In the
case, however, of the "fallow-up" forces, a flexible mechanism - much trickier
for staffs - h.-d to be evolved to hermit of variations required by the de-
velopment of the battle overseas, or unforeseen shippin¬ losses .

	

Accordingly,
thou~_h a . provisional priority list for the despatch of successive formations
would h,-ve beer, drawn up before the event in accordance with the Forae Com-
mander's wishes, a system (in which sp,,re marshalling sub-areas played a
leading part) hard to be devised for controlling and, if necessary, modifying
movement as the situation demanded . It is over this system that "Build-up
Control" during; the past few days, will have been exercising- unremitting super-
vision ; and the job which it has to perform will continue for many days as the
invasion forces pass on their journey from concentration camps in the green
fields of England to the dust of battle across the sea .

The Landing

After_ the sea pass,ge, the landing - led b- the first assault waves of
infontrT~ ..nd scppers and followed by supporting troops . Behind them again,
would come the "follow-up" forces anal the leading convoys of maintenance ships
whose pre-lo_dinc:ihcs been described, and on board which are specially trained
R . F, . personnel organised b,-, the Trcnsportation Branch for the working of derricks
a.nd ship-to-shore barges .

heanwhile, on shore En elcborately plFnned organisation would have begun
to take shape, consisting of Beach Groups and their various detachments . These
detrchraents - sailors, soldiers and marines - include personnel whose task it
is to erect signs identifying each beach, marking on each the s~-:fe limits of
landing; -nd indicating, wrecks, unexpected shoals and other obstructions .

	

Other
parties would insredictely reconnoitre areas for the disembarking troops to
assembly a,nd reform in tactical order, and for vehicles to be sorted out . All
these Ereas have to be marked by sta.ndsrdised signs .

At the sane time, other parties would be setting up signal centres with
wirlesss communication to the forward troops and to the Assault Force headquarters .
Then would core the stores - Ordnance, Engineering, R .A .S .C . and medical . For
each of these a particular section of the beach would have been pre-allocat¢d,
its location being roughly determined beforehand from mans and <:erial photo-
i_'ri nhs .

The whole of the organisation of the beach would be under the control of
the officer designated - the ''Beach Commander" .

	

He lands immediately after
the first wave of tine assault troops, and is responsible for seeing that
cash specialised section, either of personnel or stores, finds, as it lands,
its ri ;ht place in the beach area., and that it does not impede other sections
~s they come in and start on their tasks .

It wa.r here, on beeches swept by enemy fire, in -,n assault arr-uinst the
strongest defence system ever constructed, that the test had to come of the
efficacy of months and 1,-ears of planning, training-., org,cnisation a:nd rehearsals .
The design born in the minds of men who saw the beaches of Dunkirk sink de-
spondently below tr_.e horizon had in due season become an actuality . A British
Army hL.-c', begun its return to a Continent where, thirty years ado, British
soldiers had striven with allies in the cruse of freedom.

"Lnbarki.tion°' subsidiaries . The third wars a detachment of the stuff of the
Force Commander,,vahose task it would be to acquaint the Force Commander with
the progress of movement, land convey his wishes to the other constituents of
'BBuild-up Control" . Their job-a- day-long, night-lone labour based on a great
>in-pointed iKp showing; hourly dispositions of assault craft, freight and per-



:_-Lace aux Dames

The Home Guard

11 al e and All

POSTSCRIPT

At this point the story of the planning, preparation andmounting of the invasion of Western Europe comes to an end . Later,more glowing chapters will be written by the ardours and endurances
of the fighting men who make up the Force at grips with the enemy .
The chronicle now completed is of those who, as cogs in a great
machine, laboured long and patiently in the hope that they might
so help the fighting men to victory .

The record, however, would be incomplete if a tribute werenot paid to the many men and women, not in the Regular Army, who
contributed to the preparations for the attack.

Personnel of the A .T .S . serving with the R .A .S .C ., R .A .O .C .,
and R .E .M .E . were responsible for much of the work which had to
be done in building up of reserve depots and invasion depots in
-ohis country, and for the despatch and transport of stores fromdepot to ship . On them - to give only a few instances - fell many5asks in the packaging of stores, in marlting vehicles with iden-tification signs, and in installing and testing wireless sets andother electrical equipment in tasks . Heavy calls, too, were made
'On A~T .S . personnel in the course of the great expansion of signal;.ormunications in the United Kingdom which arose from the needs
of the invasion . Finally, to give one more example, 90% of thestaff of the Army Blood Supply Depot was drawn from A .T .S . person-nel, who worked night and day shifts during the past six months
-ri-cparing special containers and outfits to be dropped by parachute.

Long since, the Home Guard, formed originally to co-operate
with the Regular forces in resisting an expected enemy invasion,
had begun to fulfil a new function - that of releasing regular
forces for operations overseas . The part which the Home Guard has
thus played bir supplying gun teams to supplement the regular per-
~onnel of heavy A .A . batteries, and by manning certain coast de-
,cnce artillery, is familiar .

During the mounting, however, of the invasion of Western
.Europe, there fell upon the Home Guard a special responsibility .
The possibility always existed that the enemy might endeavour, by
=-borne attack on concentration areas or loading ports, to bring
about a dislocation of our preparations at a moment when the Expe-
ditionary Force was being marshalled for its special purpose and was
therefore not grouped tactically for defence, and when many trained
men in the Home Forces divisions were temporarily diverted to
special roles in speeding the mechanism for the despatch of the
assault Force .

This meant that, while the invasion was being prepared, the
Hcme Guard in the areas of Britain particularly concerned had to
be on extra duty in-very many different ways . It would be impossi-
ble to give a generalised picture for each town and village . In
one large town the Home Guard might be largely employed on rocket
batteries .

	

In another, their principal task might be to guard a
-ailway viaduct or big ammunition store . In yet another it might
'.3e to patpol. a stretch of open moorland suitable as a dropping
zone for a smnll airbor attack .

All this state of readiness and training could only be
achieved by careful planning aid administration .

	

To organise an
instrument of defence out of the spare time of thousands of men
of different occupations, leaving them free and fit to carry on
:ssential work, was not easy . It was done .



One and All

When attention turns from A.T .S . and Home,Guard to others
who contributed to the mounting of the invasion, comprehensive
mention becomes impossible, There were the civil police on whose
shoulders added security tasks were laid, theN,F,S, and the many
Civil Defence workers . There were the merchant seamen, railwaymen,
road and transport drivers and dockers, without whom the army could
not have been despatched . There were the farmers who, unproteAng,
gave their land for training and rehearsal ; the G .P .O . staffs who
gladly shouldered increased toil ; the anonymou.o millions who cheer-
fully accepted billetting of troops, bans on access to cherished
coasts, restricted train facilities and domestic coal shortages
caused by the mobilisation of so much coastal tonnage for the in-
vasion . Above all, there were the wives and mothers who lived in
coastal areas, which became for the enemy priority targets, and
who stayed there because they or their husbands had essential work
to do near their homes .

	

Qne and all, with faith and prayers in their
hearts, gave of their best that the Army might fare well .


